Peace Walk

Intro to the Peace Walk Guided Meditation

This is a series of interfaith prayers that I have used for a labyrinth walk focusing on world peace. Here are the prayers. I would post the intro and first prayer in the “staging” area of the labyrinth you wish to walk. Then, if it happens to have 14 turns, for every other turn post another prayer, ending with the last one in the center. You can leave out the intro to each prayer and just have the prayer printed for a minimalist effect.

Welcome to a guided meditation. This spiritual exercise is designed to help us become aware of and encourage thoughts and prayers for world peace.

It is becoming more and more important for people from different countries, faith, ethnic, racial and cultural backgrounds to be aware of the common needs that we all express as children of the Maker.
Peace Walk
Love, belonging, peaceful coexistence, and healthy respect for peoples and perspectives different than our own.

Along the path ahead of you are a series of nine brief meditations on world peace, each followed by a short prayer from an intercultural faith perspective. Make each prayer your own and lift up the cause of peace.

As you walk and pray, lift up all the many people far and near that also pray for peace.

~ Blessed are the Peacemakers, for they shall be called children of God.